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1. INTRODUCTION

Let X be a real 2n-dimenBional space on which a complex structure

c is defined, which is regarded as a manifold of complex dimension n. Let

z* ( i = l , . . . , n ) be the complex coordinates of a point and z be i t s complex

conjugate. Let a and z be the respective complex directional

arguments. Let L(z, z*, a, z*) be a real metric function in terms of which

a syronetric metric tensor with components g , g # and g.*h» is defined

such that

(1.1)
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ABSTRACT

In 19H1, Hojo [1] introduced a generalized metric function • P , p(# l)

is a real number in a Finsler space and studied some beautiful consequences

of such a metric function. The aim of this paper is to investigate the

possibility of introducing a similar metric function on a complex manifold

studied by Rund [2]. It is interesting to note that such an introduction is

unnatural for values of p other than £, which corresponds to the metric

function introduced by Rund [2].
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(x,
and

(1.2)

a.3)

It is known (Rund [2] and Heil [3]) that: In order that a real-valued

homogeneous function L(z , z , z j £ ) define a metric in terms of (l.l),

(1.2) and (1.3) on the complex space c^ compatiable with the restrictions

it is necessary and sufficient that L be of the form

(1.5)

vhich is characteristic of Hermitian metric.

Rund [2] observed that

would still yield (1.5) provided conditions UM are replaced by much weaker

conditions
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wnich hold identic-ally if L sa t is f ies the homogeneity conditions

where £ = &L/3ẑ  , Jt #

2. GENERALIZE!) METRIC FUNCTION

Let us now define a metric function <j> P (z , z , £ . i ) p )( 1,

similar to Ho jo [1] as followD:

(Ti • ... -

(2.1)

Mow if we use the notation

(2.2)

we can obtain from (2.1)

satisfy

If we further differentiate (2.2) and (2.3) and use notations

(2.3)

(2.1*)

(2-5)

we can obtain

(2.6)

which satisfy

(2.9)

^ (£.10)

and

V' ̂ (2.11)

Mow if we want to have relations similar to (1.7) «e must have

(2.12)

which When compared with (2.9) and (2.11) lead to p = 2. For p = 2,

Eds. (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) obviously give t.^ = fi.j, *iJ» = EiJ» and

+. » s £•* *' which is the same as studied by Hund [2].

If in place of Eqs. (1.7) we seek equations similar to (l.M, from (?.6)

and (2.8) we get

= O
(2.13)

or equivalently

Since L ?* 0, Eqs. (2.1U) imply

C 2' 1 5 )
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The only possibility here is either p - ?. or p =f 2. In the case p - 2,

si l = °' gi*J* = ° w h l c h i s a E a i n E(l« (l-*0- In t h e case p / 2, {2.15) gives on

multiplication by respectively

(2.16)

It is known that neither p = 1

are impossible. Thus we have concluded the following:

nor S. = 0, I = 0, therefore
J J

Theorem

A necessary and sufficient condition for 4 P given by (2.1) to be

metric function in c^ is that p = 2, i.e., the Lagrangian L Bust be the

same as that given by Rund [2],
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